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Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz mines the riches of his homeland’s ancient past in
Rhadopis of Nubia, an unforgettable love story set against the high politics of Egypt’s
Sixth Dynasty. While the ravishing courtesan Rhadopis is bathing, a falcon lifts one of
her golden sandals and drops it into the lap of the Pharaoh Merenra II. Upon hearing
Rhadopis described as “beauty itself,” the young pharaoh decides to return
Rhadopis’s sandal himself. When the two meet, they are immediately seized by a
passion far stronger than their ability to resist. Thus begins a love affair that makes
them the envy of Egyptian society. But blinded by their love and the extravagant
attentions they lavish on each other, they ignore the growing resentment of the world
around them in this extraordinary tale of star-crossed love.
The Nobel Prize-winning Egyptian writer Naguib Mahfouz refashions the classic tales of
Scheherazade into a novel written in his own imaginative, spellbinding style. Here are
genies and flying carpets, Aladdin and Sinbad, Ali Baba, and many other familiar stories
from the tradition of The One Thousand and One Nights, made new by the magical pen
of the acknowledged dean of Arabic letters, who plumbs their depths for timeless truths.
This unusual epic from the Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz portrays five generations of
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one sprawling family against the upheavals of two centuries of modern Egyptian
history.Set in Cairo, Morning and Evening Talk traces three related families from the
arrival of Napoleon to the 1980s, through short character sketches arranged in
alphabetical order. This highly experimental device produces a kind of biographical
dictionary, whose individual entries come together to paint a vivid portrait of life in Cairo
from a range of perspectives. The characters include representatives of every class and
human type and as the intricate family saga unfolds, a powerful picture of a society in
transition emerges. This is a tale of change and continuity, of the death of a traditional
way of life and the road to independence and beyond, seen through the eyes of Egypt's
citizens. Naguib Mahfouz's last chronicle of Cairo is both an elegy to a bygone era and
a tribute to the Egyptian spirit.
Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz reaches back millennia to his homeland’s majestic
past in this enchanting collection of early tales that brings the world of ancient Egypt
face to face with our own times. From the Predynastic Period, where a cabal of
entrenched rulers banish virtue in jealous defense of their status, to the Fifth Dynasty,
where a Pharaoh returns from an extended leave to find that only his dog has remained
loyal, to the twentieth century, where a mummy from the Eighteenth Dynasty awakens
in fury to reproach a modern Egyptian nobleman for his arrogance, these five stories
conduct timeless truths over the course of thousands of years. Summoning the power
and mystery of a legendary civilization, they examplify the artistry that has made
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Mahfouz among the most revered writers in world literature. Translated by Raymond
Stock
This book explores the complex relationship between the novel and identity in modern
Arab culture against a backdrop of contemporary Egypt. It uses the example of the
Egyptian novel to interrogate the root causes – religious, social, political, and
psychological – of the lingering identity crisis that has afflicted Arab culture for at least
two centuries.
A powerful story of lust, greed and murder. Unflinching, tough, and dramatic, The
Search was most certainly intended to be a harsh criticism of Post-Revolution morality,
but, on its most elemental level, it is a lurid and compelling tale.
Tells stories of the residents of a Cairo back alley, including those of Kirsha, a cafe
owner, Abbas, a barber, and Hamida, a young woman
First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

Widely acclaimed as Naguib Mahfouz's best novel, Midaq Alley brings to life one
of the hustling, teeming back alleys of Cairo in the 1940s. From Zaita the cripplemaker to Kirsha the hedonistic cafe owner, from Abbas the barber who mistakes
greed for love to Hamida who sells her soul to escape the alley, from waiters and
widows to politicians, pimps, and poets, the inhabitants of Midaq Alley vividly
evoke Egypt's largest city as it teeters on the brink of change. Never has Nobel
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Prize-winner Mahfouz's talent for rich and luxurious storytelling been more
evident than here, in his portrait of one small street as a microcosm of the world
on the threshold of modernity.
Mirrors is one of Nobel laureate Naguib Mahfouz's more unusual works. First
published in serialized form in the Egyptian television magazine, it consists of a
series of vignettes of characters from a writer's life--a writer very like Mahfouz
himself. And accompanying each vignette is a portrait of the character by a friend
of the author, the renowned Alexandrian artist Seif Wanli. Through each
vignette--whether of a lifelong friend, a sometime adversary, or a childhood
sweetheart--not only is that one character described but much light is thrown on
other characters already familiar or yet to be encountered, as well as on the
narrator himself, who we come to know well through the mirrors of his world of
acquaintances. At the same time, Mirrors also reflects the recent history of Egypt,
its political movements, its leaders, its wars, and its peace, all of which affect the
lives of friends and enemies and of the narrator himself. As the translator writes
in his Introduction, the narrator's acquaintances from childhood, schooldays, and
civil service career take him from the lofty heights of intellectual salons to the
seemy squalor of brothels and drug dens; from the dreams of youth and
nationalistic ideals to the sobering realities of post-revolutionary society and
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clashing economic and political values. The apparently simple but penetrating
portraits by Seif Wanli add an extra, distinctive dimension to this already
intriguing book. They originally appeared with the serialized texts in the television
magazine, but were omitted when the book was first published in 1972, and were
also omitted when the English translation first appeared in 1977. Now, in this
special edition, the pictures and the complete text appear together for the first
time.
Naguib Mahfouz's haunting novella of post-revolutionary Egypt combines a vivid
pychological portrait of an anguished man with the suspense and rapid pace of a
detective story. After four years in prison, the skilled young thief Said Mahran
emerges bent on revenge. He finds a world that has changed in more ways than
one. Egypt has undergone a revolution and, on a more personal level, his
beloved wife and his trusted henchman, who conspired to betray him to the
police, are now married to each other and are keeping his six-year-old daughter
from him. But in the most bitter betrayal, his mentor, Rauf Ilwan, once a firebrand
revolutionary who convinced Said that stealing from the rich in a unjust society is
an act of justice, is now himself a rich man, a respected newspaper editor who
wants nothing to do with the disgraced Said. As Said's wild attempts to achieve
his idea of justice badly misfire, he becomes a hunted man so driven by hatred
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that he can only recognize too late his last chance at redemption.
The celebrated, revolutionary novel from a pioneering Egyptian writer Tawfiq alHakim, now for the first time in Penguin Classics with a foreword by Egyptian
writer Alaa Al-Aswany First published in Arabic in 1933, Egyptian playwright and
novelist Tawfiq Al-Hakim's Return of the Spirit follows a patriotic young Egyptian
and his extended family as they grapple with the events leading up to the 1919
Egyptian revolution. Though often cited as an apprenticeship novel in the vein of
Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man with a touch of failed romance a
la Goethe's Sorrow of Young Werther, Al-Hakim's classic is most recognized for
being a trailblazing political novel that illustrates the way one man's spiritual
awakening ties to a political awakening of a nation. While enthusiasm for the
book was stifled in the mid-20th century due to a shift in Egyptian government
rule, the 2011 Tahrir revolution in Egypt caused it to be examined anew as a
strong expression of nationalist solidarity and an exposé of the heritage-stripping
power of Western colonialism that resonates with 21st-century Egyptians. Return
of the Spirit is considered Al-Hakim's most important novel despite writing more
plays than novels, and his adept understanding of class and culture within
Egyptian society has cemented his place as one of the country's most celebrated
writers and cultural critics.
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In this provocative and dreamy parable, a young man disillusioned by the
corruption of his homeland sets out on a quest to find Gebel, the land of
perfection, from which no one has ever returned. On his way, Ibn Fattouma
passes through a series of very different lands--realms where the moon is
worshipped, where marriage does not exist, where kings are treated like gods,
and where freedom, toleration, and justice are alternately held as the highest
goods. All of these places, however, are inevitably marred by the specter of war,
and Ibn Fattouma finds himself continually driven onward, ever seeking. Like the
protagonists of A Pilgrim's Progress and Gulliver's Travels, Naguib Mahfouz's
hero travels not through any recognizable historical landscape, but through
timeless aspects of human possibility.
Khan al-Khalili, by Egyptian Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz, portrays the clash
of old and new in an historic Cairo neighborhood as German bombs fall on the
city. The time is 1942, World War II is at its height, and the Africa Campaign is
raging along the northern coast of Egypt. Against this backdrop, Mahfouz’s novel
tells the story of the Akifs, a middle-class family that has taken refuge in Cairo’s
colorful and bustling Khan al-Khalili neighborhood. Believing that the German
forces will never bomb such a famously religious part of the city, they leave their
more elegant neighborhood and seek safety among the crowded alleyways, busy
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cafés, and ancient mosques of the Khan. Through the eyes of Ahmad, the eldest
Akif son, Mahfouz presents a richly textured vision of the Khan, and of a crisis
that pits history against modernity and faith against secularism. Fans of Midaq
Alley and The Cairo Trilogy will not want to miss this engaging and sensitive
portrayal of a family at the crossroads of the old world and the new. Translated
from the Arabic by Roger Allen
This highly charged fable set in Alexandria, Egypt, in the late 1960s, centers on
the guests of the Pension Miramar as they compete for the attention of the young
servant Zohra. Zohra is a beautiful peasant girl who fled her family to escape an
arranged marriage. She becomes the focus of jealousies and conflicts among the
Miramar's residents, who include an assortment of radicals and aristocrats
floundering in the wake of the Egyptian revolution. It becomes clear that the
uneducated but strong-willed Zohra is the only one among them who knows what
she wants. As the situation spirals toward violence and tragedy, the same
sequence of events is retold from the perspective of four different residents, in
the manner of Akira Kurosawa's Rashomon, weaving a nuanced portrait of the
intricacies of post-revolutionary Egyptian life.
From the Nobel Prize laureate and author of the acclaimed Cairo Trilogy, a
beguiling and artfully compact novel set in Sadat's Egypt. The time is 1981,
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Anwar al-Sadat is president, and Egypt is lurching into the modern world. Set
against this backdrop, The Day the Leader Was Killed relates the tale of a middleclass Cairene family. Rich with irony and infused with political undertones, the
story is narrated alternately by the pious and mischievous family patriarch
Muhtashimi Zayed, his hapless grandson Elwan, and Elwan's headstrong and
beautiful fiancee Randa. The novel reaches its climax with the assassination of
Sadat on October 6, 1981, an event around which the fictional plot is skillfully
woven. The Day the Leader Was Killed brings us the essence of Mahfouz's
genius and is further proof that he has, in the words of the Nobel citation, "formed
an Arabic narrative art that applies to all mankind."
Mirrors is one of Nobel laureate Naguib Mahlouz's more unusual works. First
published in serialized form in the Egyptian television magazine, it consists of a
series of vignettes of characters from a writer's life - a writer very like Mahlouz
himself. And accompanying each vignette is a portrait of the character by a friend
of the author, the renowned Alexandrian artist Seif Wanli. Mirrors also reflects the
recent history of Egypt, its political movements, its leaders, its wars, and its
peace, all of which affect the lives of friends and enemies and of the narrator
himself.
First published in 1966, Naguib Mahfouz’s Adrift on the Nile is an atmospheric
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novel that dramatizes the rootlessness of Egypt’s cosmopolitan middle class.
Anis Zani is a bored and drug-addicted civil servant who is barely holding on to
his job. Every evening he hosts a gathering on a houseboat on the Nile, where he
and a motley group of cynical and aimless friends share a water pipe full of kif, a
mixture of tobacco and marijuana. When a young female journalist—an
“alarmingly serious person”—joins them and begins secretly documenting their
activities, the group’s harmony starts disintegrating, culminating in a midnight
joyride that ends in tragedy.
The tumultuous alley of this rich and intricate novel (first published in Arabic in
1959) is inhabited by a delightful Egyptian family, but is also the setting for a
second, hidden, and more daring narrative: the spiritual history of humankind.
The men and women of a modern Cairo neighborood unwittingly reenact the lives
of their holy ancestors: from the feudal lord who disowns one son for diabolical
pride and puts another to the test, to the savior of a succeeding generation who
frees his people from bondage. This powerful novel confirms again the richness
and variety of Mahfouz's storytelling and his status as "the single most important
writer in modern Arabic literature" (Newsweek).
In this collection of his newest and shortest short stories, the Egyptian Nobel
literature laureate has reduced the fictional form to its most essential level, while
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retaining his justifiably famous mastery of the storytelling art. A man finds that all
the streets in his neighborhood have turned into a circus - but his joy at the sight
changes to anger when he discovers he cannot escape it anywhere, even in his
own home. A group of lifelong friends meet to trade jokes in a familiar alley - only
to face asudden, deadly flood that echoes the revenge taken by an ancient
Egyptian queen upon the men who murdered her husband. A girl from the
dreamer's childhood flies with him from his native lane on a cart drawn by a
winged horse, to become a star in the firmament above the Great Pyramid. Such
is the stuff of Naguib Mahfouz's The Dreams - his first major work since a knife
attack by a religious fanatic in 1994 left him unable to write for several years.
First serialized in a Cairo magazine, The Dreams are a unique and haunting
mixture of the deceptively quotidian, the seductively lyrical, and the savagely
nightmarish - the richly condensed sum of more than nine decades of artistic
genius and everyday experience. - Dust jacket.
In this second collection of his writing based on his own dreams serialized in a
Cairo magazine before his death in 2006 at the age of 94, Egyptian Nobel
laureate Naguib Mahfouz again displays his matchless ability to tell epic stories in
uncannily terse form. As in the first volume (The Dreams, AUC Press, 2004), we
meet more of the real (and unreal) figures that filled the author's life with glory
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and worry, ecstasy and ennui, in tales dreamed by a mind too fertile to ever truly
rest. In them, a man sent by a victorious invader to open a storehouse holding
the statue of Egypt's reawakening finds his access denied by a menacing reptile.
An obscure writer dies, and a despairing inscription on his coffin turns his funeral
into a massive demonstration, assuring the deceased of a deathless reputation.
A man opens a stubborn gate at the end of a lengthy chore, staring at a lake over
which loom the illuminated faces of those he has loved, but who are no more--in
search of the soul who made him long to live forever. The ever more condensed
and poetic episodes in Dreams of Departure movingly carry on Mahfouz's only
major work after a knife attack in 1994 ironically inspired him to dream in print for
his readers.
Meet the people of Cairo’s Gamaliya quarter. There is Nabqa, son of Adam the
waterseller who can only speak truths; the beautiful and talented Tawhida who
does not age with time; Ali Zaidan, the gambler, late to love; and Boss Saqr who
stashes his money above the bath. A neighbourhood of demons, dancing and
sweet halva, the quarter keeps quiet vigil over the secrets of all who live there.
This collection by pre-eminent Egyptian writer Naguib Mahfouz was recently
discovered among his old papers. Found with a slip of paper titled ‘for publishing
1994’, they are published here for the first time. Resplendent with Mahfouz’s
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delicate and poignant observations of everyday happenings, these lively stories
take the reader deep into the beating heart of Cairo.
From the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature and author of the Cairo Trilogy,
comes Akhenaten, a fascinating work of fiction about the most infamous pharaoh
of ancient Egypt. In this beguiling novel, originally published in Arabic in 1985,
Mahfouz tells with extraordinary insight the story of the "heretic pharaoh," or "sun
king,"--the first known monotheistic ruler--whose iconoclastic and controversial
reign during the 18th Dynasty (1540-1307 B.C.) has uncanny resonance with
modern sensibilities. Narrating the novel is a young man with a passion for the
truth, who questions the pharaoh's contemporaries after his horrible
death--including Akhenaten's closest friends, his most bitter enemies, and finally
his enigmatic wife, Nefertiti--in an effort to discover what really happened in those
strange, dark days at Akhenaten's court. As our narrator and each of the subjects
he interviews contribute their version of Akhenaten, "the truth" becomes
increasingly evanescent. Akhenaten encompasses all of the contradictions his
subjects see in him: at once cruel and empathic, feminine and barbaric, mad and
divinely inspired, his character, as Mahfouz imagines him, is eerily modern, and
fascinatingly ethereal. An ambitious and exceptionally lucid and accessible book,
Akhenaten is a work only Mahfouz could render so elegantly, so irresistibly.
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At a Cairo café, a cross-section of Egyptian society, young and old, rich and
poor, are drawn together by the quality of its coffee and the allure of its owner,
legendary former dancer Qurunfula. When three of the young patrons disappear
for prolonged periods, the older customers display varying reactions to the news.
On their return, they recount horrific stories of arrest and torture at the hands of
the secret police, and the habitués of the café begin to withdraw from each other
in fear, suspecting that there is an informer among them. With the nighttime
arrests and the devastation of the country's defeat in the 1967 War, the café is
transformed from a haven of camaraderie and bright-eyed idealism to an
atmosphere charged with mounting suspicion, betrayal, and crushing
disillusionment. Exposing the dark underbelly of ideology, and delving into the
idea of the 'necessary evils' of social upheaval, Karnak Café remains one of the
Nobel laureate's most pointedly critical works, as relevant and incisive today as it
was when it was first published in 1974.
This ground-breaking work presents original research on cultural politics and battles in Egypt at
the turn of the twenty first century. It deconstructs the boundaries between ‘high’ and ‘low’
culture drawing on conceptual tools in cultural studies, translation studies and gender studies
to analyze debates in the fields of literature, cinema, mass media and the plastic arts.
Anchored in the Egyptian historical and social contexts and inspired by the influential work of
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Pierre Bourdieu, it rigorously places these debates and battles within the larger framework of a
set of questions about the relationship between the cultural and political fields in Egypt.
A psychological study of the first order with a subtly Freudian flavor, The Mirage is the
autobiographical account of Kamil Ru'ba, a tortured soul who finds himself struggling unduly to
cope with life's challenges. The internal torment and angst that dog him throughout his life and
the tragic, ironic turns of events that overtake him as a young man are, to a great extent, the
outworkings of his faulty upbringing. At the same time, they work together to drive home the
novel's underlying theme: the illusory, undependable nature of the world in which we live and
the call to seek, beyond the outward and the ephemeral, that which is inward and enduring.
The narrative, full of pathos, draws the reader unwittingly into a vicarious experience of Kamil's
agonies and ecstasies. As such, it is a specimen of Mahfouz's prose at its finest.
To celebrate the centenary of the birth of the great Egyptian writer and Nobel laureate Naguib
Mahfouz, the AUC Press, which has been publishing English translations of Mahfouz's work
since 1978, presents all his novels, three collections of short stories, and his autobiographical
writings in a single library of 20 hardbound volumes, including all 42 works translated into
English. From Khufu's Wisdom, first published in Arabic in 1939, to his last work of extended
fiction, The Coffeehouse (1988), all thirty-five of his novels are here, along with thirty-eight
short stories His Echoes of an Autobiography is included, as well as his exquisite late series of
intensely short fictions known as The Dreams and the collection of his weekly newspaper
columns, Naguib Mahfouz at Sidi Gaber. This unique library brings together all Naguib
Mahfouz's translated work for the first time in a very special publishing event. · Volume 1:
Khufu's Wisdom, Rhadopis of Nubia, Thebes at War · Volume 2: Cairo Modern, Khan al-Khalili
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· Volume 3: Midaq Alley · Volume 4: The Mirage · Volume 5: The Beginning and the End ·
Volume 6: Palace Walk · Volume 7: Palace of Desire · Volume 8: Sugar Street · Volume 9:
Children of the Alley · Volume 10: The Thief and the Dogs, Autumn Quail, The Search ·
Volume 11: The Beggar, Adrift on the Nile, Miramar · Volume 12: Mirrors, Love in the Rain,
Karnak Café · Volume 13: Fountain and Tomb, Heart of the Night, Respected Sir · Volume 14:
The Harafish · Volume 15: In the Time of Love, Wedding Song, Arabian Nights and Days ·
Volume 16: The Final Hour, Before the Throne · Volume 17: The Journey of Ibn Fattouma,
Akhenaten: Dweller in Truth · Volume 18: The Day the Leader Was Killed, Morning and
Evening Talk, The Coffeehouse · Volume 19: Echoes of an Autobiography, The Dreams,
Dreams of Departure, Naguib Mahfouz at Sidi Gaber · Volume 20: The Time and the Place,
The Seventh Heaven, Voices from the Other World.
Literature Suppressed on Religious Grounds, Revised Edition profiles the censorship of many
such essential works of literature. The entries new to this edition include extensive coverage of
the Harry Potter series, which has been frequently banned in the United States on the grounds
that it promotes witchcraft, as well as entries on two popular textbook series, The Witches by
Roald Dahl, Women Without Men: A Novel of Modern Iran, and more. Also included are
updates to such entries as The Satanic Verses by Salman Rushdie and On the Origin of
Species by Charles Darwin.
Naguib Mahfouz’s magnificent epic trilogy of colonial Egypt appears here in one volume for
the first time. The Nobel Prize—winning writer’s masterwork is the engrossing story of a Muslim
family in Cairo during Britain’s occupation of Egypt in the early decades of the twentieth
century. The novels of The Cairo Trilogy trace three generations of the family of tyrannical
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patriarch Al-Sayyid Ahmad Abd al-Jawad, who rules his household with a strict hand while
living a secret life of self-indulgence. Palace Walk introduces us to his gentle, oppressed wife,
Amina, his cloistered daughters, Aisha and Khadija, and his three sons–the tragic and idealistic
Fahmy, the dissolute hedonist Yasin, and the soul-searching intellectual Kamal. Al-Sayyid
Ahmad’s rebellious children struggle to move beyond his domination in Palace of Desire, as
the world around them opens to the currents of modernity and political and domestic turmoil
brought by the 1920s. Sugar Street brings Mahfouz’s vivid tapestry of an evolving Egypt to a
dramatic climax as the aging patriarch sees one grandson become a Communist, one a
Muslim fundamentalist, and one the lover of a powerful politician. Throughout the trilogy, the
family’s trials mirror those of their turbulent country during the years spanning the two World
Wars, as change comes to a society that has resisted it for centuries. Filled with compelling
drama, earthy humor, and remarkable insight, The Cairo Trilogy is the achievement of a
master storyteller.
A sweeping and evocative portrait of both a family and a country struggling to move toward
independence in a society that has resisted change for centuries. Set against the backdrop of
Britain s occupation of Egypt immediately after World War I, Palace
In Respected Sir, Mahfouz retells a familiar theme—vaulting ambition—in a powerful and
religious metaphor. Othman Bayuumi's humble origins do not stop him from coveting the
Director-Generalship of the governmental department he has entered as an archives clerk. It is
a vision that becomes a lifelong pursuit, superseding all other interests or people in his life.
What is essentially a prosaic experience becomes—in Mahfouz's hands—a beautifully crafted
story of an exalted and arduous holy quest.
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In een fictief deel van Caïro, grenzend aan de door armen bewoonde begraafplaatsen, wonen
de wereldlijke en geestelijke, historische en huidige machthebbers, door welke tegenstelling
heden, verleden en toekomst en de woorden van de profeten meer reliëf krijgen

First pub 1967. Draws on Jewish, Christian, and Islamic history for the plot in an
allegory recounting the lives of the offspring of one man.
In his final years, Egyptian Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz distilled his storyteller's art
to its most essential level. Written with the compression and power of dreams, these
poetic vignettes, originally collected in two books, The Dreams and Dreams of
Departure, here combined in one volume for the first time. These stories telescope epic
tales into tersely haunting miniatures. A man finds his neighborhood has turned into a
circus, but his joy turns to anger when he cannot escape it. An obscure writer finally
achieves fame-through the epitaph on his grave. A group of friends telling jokes in an
alley face the murderous revenge of an ancient Egyptian queen. Figures from
Mahfouz's past-women he loved, men who inspired him, even fictional characters from
his own novels-float through tales dreamed by a mind too fertile ever to rest, even in
sleep. Translated by Raymond Stock
Scholars of Arabic language and literature show how renowned Egyptian fiction writer
Mahfouz's work transcends its setting in the ancient alleys of Cairo and speaks to all
people in all cultures. The collection of essays originated in a symposium at the U. of
Massachusetts recognizing Mahfouz's receipt of the 1988 Nobel Prize for literature.
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Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1988, Naguib Mahfouz is perhaps the bestknown living Arab writer. His books have had great success in this country, particularly
The Cairo Trilogy. Fans of the famed trilogy will be delighted with The Harafish, an epic
novel that chronicles the dramatic history of the al-Nagi family -- a family that moves,
over many generations, from the height of power and glory to the depths of decadence
and decay. The Harafish begins with the tale of Ashur al-Nagi, a man who grows from
humble beginnings to become a great leader, a legend among his people. Generation
after generation, however, Ashur's descendants grow further from his legendary
example. They lose touch with their origins as they amass and then squander large
fortunes, marry prostitutes when they marry at all, and develop rivalries that end in
death. The community's upper class keeps a watchful eye on the descendants of alNagi for fear of losing their privileges, but they find no threat of another such as Ashur.
Not, that is, until the al-Nagi who, like his noble ancestor, finds his power once again
from among The Harafish, or the common people. Through the strength of their
numbers and their passion, the glory of the name of al-Nagi is restored. "Of all
[Mahfouz's] experiments in recent decades, this is the one which owes least to western
inspiration and is probably the most successful. The Harafish, fluently translated by
Catherine Cobham, makes accessible and engrossing reading." -- The Washington
Post Book World.
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